
From: Justin York  
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 11:31 AM 
To: SPPC <sppc@london.ca> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Closing River Road Is A Mistake. 
 
Hello, to whom this email may concern. I have been a member for the city golf courses 
for the past 5 years or so. Except for last year, where it was impossible to get a tee time 
that is ideal unless you are able to get up at 6 am too book a tee time for the following 
week. That is embarrassing, I decided to take my money elsewhere because you closed 
River Road which was one of the best courses to play in the membership. I have had 
fond memories there and when I heard it was closed for the year during covid-19 (when 
you have all these golfers with nothing else to do but golf!!) I was in shock. Instead I 
heard from friends who bought the membership telling me it was a waste of money, you 
can’t even get a tee time, courses are packed over capacity. Having these problems 
takes the fun out of the sport in a time where we needed all the fun we could get. If you 
guys completely remove River Road from the membership and it is permanently closed 
I will be taking my money elsewhere again and I am aware of many other golfers that 
will be doing the same thing. Having it impossible to find a tee time is one thing, but 
when you do find one your playing a 6 hour round is just ridiculous. Bring back River 
Road in 2021, or lose money on the amount of people that will not want to deal with the 
hassles of having the membership in a broken system. The cost of the membership 
when it was revised due to River Road being closed was still not worth it because of all 
of the issues I addressed.   
 
Thank You for your time, 
  
Justin 
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